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All Neural Networks are Created Equal

Many networks at epoch e: f e1 , . . . , f
e
N

Define consistency score of an example

ce(x , y) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1[f ei (x)=y]

Define consensus score of an example

se(x , y) = max
k∈[K ]

1

N

N∑
i=1

1[f ∗i (x)=k]



Learning dynamics: 4 phases

Figure 1: Consistency score



Figure 2: Consistency score

Figure 3: Consensus score



Architectures Diversity

Figure 4: Consistency score for ResNet50 & AlexNet, same acc



Linear NN

Figure 5



Compared to Other Learning Paradigms



Disappear of Learning Phases

Figure 6: Random labels & Hard dataset



Bias Also Matters: Bias Attribution for Deep
Neural Network Explanation

Popular network:

x` = ψ`−1 (W`−1x`−1 + b`−1)

= ψ`−1 (W`−1ψ`−2 (. . . ψ1 (W1x + b1) . . .) + b`−1)

Use piecewise linear nonlinear activation functions (such as
ReLU & PReLU)

As a result, the whole network is piecewise linear

f (x) = ∂f (x)
∂x x + bx (at each x)



Bias Also Matters: Bias Attribution for Deep
Neural Network Explanation
Then for each feature map x`

f (x) =

(
m∏
i=`

W x
i

)
x` +

 m∑
j=`+1

m∏
i=j

W x
i b

x
j−1 + bm


On the other hand

f (x) =

d∑̀
p=1

[(
m∏
i=`

W x
i

)
[p] · x`[p] + β`[p]

]

Want to study properties of β`



Figure 7: Bias attribution on the ImageNet



Figure 8: Bias attribution on different layers



Figure 9: Bias attribution on different layers



Jumpout : Improved Dropout for Deep
Neural Networks with ReLUs

Traditional view on the success of dropout

Prevents the co-adaptation of the neurons

Train a large number of smaller networks, and during test, the
network prediction can be treated as an ensembling

This paper proposed several improvements.



Improvement 1

Encourage the use of smaller dropout rate

sample p ∼ N (0, σ)

truncate through min (pmin + |p|, pmax) as dropout rate
(instead of treating the rate as a hyperparameter)

Interpretation: Different weights denote different polyhedra. Use a
small dropout rate may boost the local smoothness for nearby
polyhedra.



Improvement 2

After ReLU, some neurons are set to 0

The fraction of active neurons is q+ =
(∑

i=1:d 1h[i ]>0

)
/ |h|

The effective dropout rate of every layer is pq+

The dropout rate should be adapted as p′ = p/q+


